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Radiological Monitor for Mobile Robots Operating
in Scenarios with Nuclear Threats
Yoeri Joseph Brouwer

Abstract—Autonomous systems open up the possibility for
automated field surveys and monitoring operations, which have
important applications in scenarios involving chemical, biological,
radiological, and nuclear threats, abbreviated as CBRN. The
risk towards human lives in these situations can be mitigated or
even neutralized by deploying robots carrying a suite of suitable
sensors. This work proposes an informative path planner as
an instrument to efficiently generate maps of scalar quantities
(e.g., radiation intensity, chemical concentration), motivated by
applications in radiological survey missions. The proposed path
planner performs optimization in continuous space by combining concepts from information theory, Gaussian processes,
and B-spline path parameterization. Results demonstrate that
the informative path planner adapts to the environment and
increases the number of observations made close to radioactive
sources. Additionally, a maximum likelihood estimator for source
position and activity was used to verify that the proposed solution
increases the accuracy of the estimated source position.
Index Terms—Path planning, Adaptive planning, Area coverage, Radiological monitoring, Sensors, Autonomous vehicles.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HEMICAL, biological, radiological, and nuclear
(CBRN) threats are evermore prevalent due to wars,
terrorist attacks, natural disasters resulting in the release of
these agents, or simply due to human negligence [1].
Radiological and nuclear threats are associated with radioactive isotopes which release large amounts of energy as
alpha, beta, and gamma particles, as well as X-rays and
neutrons [2]. When appropriately used, radioactive substances
can be extremely useful, from cesium-137 radiotherapy units
used in cancer treatment to nuclear power plants used in
energy production [2]. However, exposure to large quantities
of radiation (whether it be a high dose over a short time
interval or a lower dose over a long time interval) can lead
to increased risk of cancer, tissue damage, acute radiation
syndrome (ARS), and death. Several terrible radiological and
nuclear incidents come to most people’s minds, namely the
atomic bomb attacks on the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
at the end of World War II, which resulted in the death of
approximately 210 thousand people, mostly civilians [3], and
the Chernobyl radiological incident, which caused the largest
uncontrolled release of radioactive material in the history
of the civil nuclear industry [4]. Radiological and nuclear
threats are generally seen as being limited to nuclear bombs
and nuclear fission power plants. However, next to terrorist
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threats [5], radiological risks can be found in the machines
and by-products of nuclear medicine [6], [7], as well as in
abandoned or decommissioned mining sites [8], and even in
storage facilities for spent nuclear fuel.
CBRN incidents can be caused intentionally (in the case
of warfare and terrorism), by negligence or human failure (as
observed in Chernobyl), or indirectly. As such, it is necessary
to act before, during, and after they occur in defense of the
well-being of humans and the environment. Incidents can
be avoided by developing mitigation plans and implementing
safety and security norms. In case such an incident should
materialize, emergency operations and possible search and
rescue missions are needed to minimize damage and the loss of
human lives. Finally, in the aftermath of these incidents, cleanup operations are often necessary and thorough analyses are
carried out to determine the cause of the incident and prevent
it from repeating in the future.
In the case of surveying missions and source localization
tasks, efficient path planning solutions can have a big impact.
The risk for human lives can be greatly reduced by deploying
autonomous vehicles with a suite of radiological sensors.
Furthermore, missions can be more effective and their duration
can be decreased by developing enhanced path planning tools
for these vehicles; on top of that, these tools need not be
limited to applications in radiological monitoring.
For the radiological survey applications considered in this
work the becquerel must be introduced [9]. The becquerel
(abbreviated Bq) is the unit of radioactivity and it corresponds
to one nuclear disintegration per second. Most radiological
sensors essentially count the number of particle interactions
that are detected, although some have the capacity to measure the energy of the particles simultaneously. One of the
simplest and most widespread detectors is the Geiger-Müller
counter (GMC): this device uses a Geiger-Müller tube to detect
ionizing particles and counts the number of particles detected
in a given time interval. GMC readings are typically given
in counts per second (CPS), which are equivalent to Bq, or
counts per minute, without conveying any information about
the type or energy of the particles.
II. BACKGROUND
Several path planning approaches are described in the
literature, and they can generally be categorized into two types:
offline path planning and online path planning.
A. Offline Path Planning
The objective of complete coverage path planning is to
determine a path which passes over all points of an area or
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volume of interest while avoiding obstacles [10]. The most
commonly used method is known as the boustrophedon cellular decomposition [11] and, in essence, this method consists
of: 1) dividing the workspace into smaller regions (cells) by
performing an exact cellular decomposition; 2) building an
adjacency graph for the resulting cellular decomposition; 3)
finding a path which visits each node (cell) in the adjacency
graph; 4) computing the explicit robot motions within each
cell, in order to follow a boustrophedon path (i.e., sweeping
back and forth across the cell, aka lawnmower pattern). There
is a consensus in the literature that the largest cost term for
this method is the number of turns [10]–[13].
The boustrophedon method was extended to optimize the
sweep direction by Huang [12], who addressed the problem
of how to achieve optimal coverage of a polygonal planar
region with polygonal obstacles. By allowing for different
sweep directions in separate sub-regions, instead of using a
single sweep direction for the whole workspace, the proposed
method leads to a path with fewer turns. However, the described algorithm has exponential time complexity, limiting
the complexity of the shape of the workspace.
B. Online Path Planning
Online path planning, also known as adaptive path planning
(APP), consists of approaches which actively plan a path as
the agent moves through the environment. Although these
approaches are inherently more complex in their design,
they also allow the agent to react to the environment, most
notably to avoid collisions. Informative path planning (IPP)
can generally be seen as a subclass of APP, since the general
idea is to adaptively generate a path based on a goal such as
entropy reduction or information gain.
Zhang et al [14] proposed a recursive receding horizon
path planning algorithm for unmanned ground vehicles. The
proposed solution represents the map as a grid, and divides
the workspace into four areas: the implementation area, the
observation area, the explored area, and the unknown area.
A terrain value is associated to each observed cell, indicating
the difficulty to traverse it. The implementation area represents
the positions adjacent to the robot’s current position, and, after
the robot moves to one of those positions, the map is updated
and a new path plan planned. The observation area comprises
all cells which can be currently observed. The explored area
represents all the cells which have already been observed by
the robot. Finally, the unknown area represents all the cells
which have not yet been observed. The path is actually split
into two parts: one part which is optimally planned within the
observation area, and another part in the unknown area which
connects the end of the path to the goal position by a straight
line. Thus, when the robot moves it makes new observations,
expands the explored area, and re-plans the path taking into
account the new observations.
Paull et al [15] addressed the problem of coverage path
planning for a fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
prioritizing sensor coverage. The authors simulated and tested
an online path planner guided by information theory. The
authors define information gain through the expectation of the

mutual information of observations and combine this with the
entropy of each cell in a hexagonal cell decomposition to find
an optimal heading.
Paull et al [16] proposed a very similar solution to [15].
This work does however demonstrate the application of similar
methods to other situations, namely non-convex and nonhomogeneous workspaces. Furthermore, the authors demonstrate that their algorithm produces structured solutions for
regular spaces. Additionally, the authors considered the cost
of changing heading in this algorithm.
Hitz et al [17] introduce several interesting ideas. Namely,
they represent the path as a B-spline defined by a set of
control vertices. This allows the path to be planned in continuous space while reducing the computational burden. Another
interesting idea is the utilization of a portion of the budget
to define a global path while the other portion is used for
local adaptations. The global path is planned offline in such a
manner that it covers the workspace uniformly. Then, as the
robot is traveling and acquiring sensor data, the local budget
is used to adapt the path locally. Thus, if the robot passes
through an information rich area, it can use the local budget
to explore that area in greater detail. A progression constraint
ensures that an adequate coverage target is attained.
The work presented here is based on the approach presented
in [17], with some important adjustments to the objective
function and adaptations for radiological observations. The
boustrophedon path will also be used as a point of reference.
The solution proposed in [14] is not well suited for the
problem addressed in this work, because it is a start-to-goal
path planner. Likewise, [15] and [16] were considered too
focused on area coverage exclusively. One of the behaviors
which is desired in this work is to explore high interest regions
extensively, as opposed to attaining uniform coverage.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Given a workspace W ⊂ Rn which is path-connected and
may be non-convex, we would like to estimate an unknown
scalar field f : W 7→ R. This scalar field may represent a
plethora of physical quantities, such as radiological intensity
or a temperature distribution.
In order to estimate f , an agent must navigate through W
while transporting a sensor which can measure f ; the agent
can be a human operator or a robot which operates on the
ground or in the air. The agent makes a set of observations
O = {o1 , o2 , . . . , oK } using the transported sensor. Each
observation ok is composed of the instant at which the
observation was made tk , the agent’s position at that instant
qk , and the measured field value mk , as expressed by (1).
ok = [tk , qk , mk ]T

(1)

Additionally, the sensor measurements are subject to uncertainty due to noise or stochastic behaviors, so that the
measured field value is given by (2), where f (qk ) is the field
value at position qk .
mk = f (qk ) + εk

(2)

In order to reach the observation positions the agent must
follow a path. This path is divided into two parts: the first
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is Q : [0, Bspent ] 7→ W, representing the path which has
already been traveled, consuming a budget Bspent , and the
second is P : [0, Bi ] 7→ W, representing the path which
has been planned with a budget Bi . Moreover, quadratic Bsplines will be used to model P. A B-spline is defined by a
set of control vertices C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cM }, with cm ∈ Rn
for m = 1, 2, . . . , M . With this parameterization P can be
planned in continuous space by manipulating the positions of
the control vertices in C. Thus, at a time t each observation
ok will follow tk ≤ t and qk ∈ Q, whereas P will determine
the positions of future observations. Furthermore, the agent
is subject to a total budget B which defines the maximum
path length and therefore imposes dynamic constraints on P
through the condition Bi ≤ B − Bspent .
In this context, we define a belief about the field f , denoted
fˆk , which is updated when new observations are made. The
belief fˆk is modeled by a Gaussian process (GP) which is
trained on the data contained in O. The utilization of a GP
enables modeling a wide range of field functions, regardless of
the underlying physical process [17], [18]. New observations
translate into a reduction in the uncertainty of our belief,
which is quantified by the GP’s covariance matrix. This
reduction in uncertainty is directly associated with a gain
of information. The concept of reducing the uncertainty of
one random variable due to the knowledge of another random
variable is known as mutual information [19]. Following this
reasoning, we understand maximizing information gain as
being equivalent to maximizing the mutual information of new
observations based on the GP which models fˆk . Additionally,
in the case of a radiological intensity field, we are interested
in making observations close to the radioactive source, since
these contain more information about the source [20] and,
consequently, about the field that it generates. Therefore, the
path planner which determines P should take into account not
only the expected information gain, but also the expected measurement values, so as to increase the number of observations
in high intensity regions.
Our objective is to determine the path P, based on the
observations O and subject to the budget Bi , which maximizes
the information that is gained about the field f which is present
in the workspace W. In the literature this is known as an
IPP problem. Given that the information gain is inherently
dependent on the current belief fˆk , which is dependent on the
current set of observations, the path planner must recalculate P
when new observations are made. Therefore, we define the set
of N future observation positions X = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pN } with
pn = P|ndobs for n = 1, 2, . . . , N and N = bBi /dobs c, where
dobs specifies an inter-observation distance which determines
the equally spaced observation positions along P; the notation
P|l is used to indicate the position at a length l along P. Note
that X is the variable to be optimized in the IPP problem but
that it is conditioned by the shape of P.
In order to achieve the objective described in the previous
paragraph with an iterative online path planner, it is convenient
to define an additional parameter G which represents a global
path. A fraction β ∈ (0, 1) of the budget is used to determine
the length and shape of G, such that G : [0, βB] 7→ W.
The role of G is to guide P in three ways: first, it defines

a goal position for each iteration (the start position is equal
to the agent’s position at the start of the iteration), second, it
guarantees that a minimum amount of coverage is achieved,
and third, it drives the path planner out of local minima
(i.e., regions where the field magnitude is large). In order
to accomplish this effect, G must be within a maximum
distance dhorizon of all points in W. This is the horizon distance
within which the informative path planner optimizes P at
each iteration; therefore, the maximum distance requirement
guarantees that P can reach every point in W, if necessary.
Additionally, a highly desirable property for G is that it has
some degree of periodicity or, alternatively, that it returns to
previously explored regions. This property allows the informative path planner to execute an initial exploration of W and
then, upon returning to the explored regions, the path planner
can determine which areas are most interesting to explore in
greater detail (e.g., around a detected radioactive source).
Thus, the first task for the informative path planner is
to determine the shape of G. Then, at each iteration, the
informative path planner resolves the optimal path P between
the agent’s current position and a preset position along G using
a portion Bi = (2 − β)dhorizon of the budget (Bi is designed
so that the agent’s final position coincides with the endpoint
of G when the budget is completely spent). Subsequently, the
agent travels P up to a distance dtravel ≤ dhorizon , making
new observations which are added to O. Using a distance
dtravel < dhorizon allows the agent to stay in interesting regions
for more iterations by not requiring that it end each iteration
strictly on G. The preset goal positions are equally spaced
along G by a distance dglobal = βdtravel .
The optimization problem which is solved by the informative path planner is defined in (3)–(15). An explanation for
each equation is given in the following paragraphs.
max u(X , O)gB (P, Bi )gW (P, W)gG (P, G)

(3)

X = {P|ndobs : n = 1, 2, . . . , N }

(4)

N = bBi /dobs c

(5)

P = BSpline(C)

(6)

s.t.

n

C = {cm ∈ R : m = 1, 2, . . . , M }


1
X
u(X , O) = log det Rinterest µX
O + KO
2
Rinterest (µ) = diag(r(µ1 ), r(µ2 ), . . . , r(µN ))




1 µ − µth
r(µ) = max 1, µ 1 − exp −
2 µth
gB (P, Bi ) = Γ(Bi − |P|)
!
Z |P|
gW (P, W) = Γ
φ̄(P|l , W)dl

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

0

gG (P, G) = Γ dhorizon − P|dtravel − G|(i+2)dglobal


(
2
exp − 21 xc2
if x < 0
Γ(x) =
1
if x ≥ 0
(
− 0inf kr − r0 k if r ∈
/W
r ∈W
φ̄(r, W) =
0
otherwise



(13)
(14)

(15)

The objective function is defined in (3) as the product of a
utility function u with three multiplicative penalty factors, gB ,
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gW , and gG . The utility function is formally defined in (8), and
it quantifies the informativeness of a set of future observation
positions X based on the current set of observations O using
a modified form of mutual information. The set X is defined
by (4) as the N positions on the planned path where new
observations will be made, N being specified by (5). The path
is expressed by (6), where BSpline is a function which builds a
B-spline curve from the set of control vertices C defined in (7).
X
The mean vector µX
O and the covariance matrix KO in (8) are
extracted from a GP which is trained on the observation data
contained in O. The GP is essentially defined by its covariance
function, also known as the kernel. The kernel which was
used in this work was the squared exponential kernel [18],
which has the form (16), where the lengthscale l controls how
“curvy” the function can be, and σ 2 is a scale factor.


r2
(16)
k(r) = σ 2 exp − 2
2l

Additionally, we introduce the term Rinterest µX
O , which is
defined by (9) and (10). As indicated in (9), Rinterest is a
diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries depend on the mean
vector µX
O . This dependence is encoded by (10) where r
has a constant value of 1 for µ < µth , and then quickly
approaches a linear relation as µ increases. Therefore, in the
case where all the elements of µX
O are less than µth , Rinterest is
simply the identity matrix and (8) becomes the exact form of
mutual information; in this situation, maximizing (8) produces
results which strictly reduce the uncertainty of fˆk without
regard for the field values (i.e., the path planner becomes a
complete coverage path planner). However, when there are
elements of µX
O greater than µth , the diagonal entries of
Rinterest become greater than 1 and thus increase the value of
the utility function (because the covariance matrix is positive
semi-definite); conversely, solutions generated in this situation
result from a balance between exploring regions where the
magnitude of fˆk is large and exploring unobserved regions.
For the penalty factors we define a smooth step function Γ
in (14). The value of the parameter c determines the strictness
of the penalty functions: smaller values of c lead to a much
steeper and sharper step, so smaller deviations outside the
desired behavior quickly reduce the utility to ≈ 0.
In the budget penalty factor (11) the length of the planned
path, denoted |P|, is calculated and subtracted from the budget
Bi . If |P| > Bi , the utility is reduced because gB < 1.
For the boundary penalty factor (12) we define an additional
auxiliary function φ̄ in (15). For a point r ∈ Rn , φ̄ gives the
negative of the shortest distance from r to W, and if r ∈ W,
this distance is 0. The boundary penalty factor is calculated
by integrating φ̄ for all points along P. In this manner, a path
which is completely contained in W will result in an integral
with a value of 0, which leads to gW = 1, so there is no
penalty; conversely, a path which has a portion outside of W
will result in an integral with a negative value, which leads to
gW < 1, so the utility is reduced.
The idea behind gW in (13) is to generate solutions which
guarantee that the optimization problem remains feasible in
the next iteration. The term P|dtravel refers to the end point of
the current iteration, i.e., the start point of the next iteration.

Similarly, the term G|(i+2)dglobal refers to the goal position
for the next iteration, where i is the iteration index. Hence,
the norm in (13) equates to the distance between the agent’s
position at the start of the next iteration and the goal position
of the next iteration. If this distance becomes greater than
the horizon distance dhorizon , then gprogress < 1 and the
solution is penalized. If this penalty were not enforced, then
the problem would become infeasible in iterations where the
agent’s position is further than dhorizon from the goal position.
In summary, given an agent subject to the budget B,
transporting a sensor and operating in the workspace W, we
want to determine the optimal path P such that the information
gained about the field f : W 7→ R is maximized; P is found
by solving the optimization problem defined in (3)–(15).
IV. P ROPOSED S OLUTION
A. Assumptions
Several assumptions will be made about the behavior of the
radiological sources and the environmental conditions, in order
to simplify the problem.
First, the radiological sources are modeled as spherical
isotropic radiation emitters, with radius rs . As such, the mean
radiological intensity decreases proportional to the inverse of
the square of the distance to the source, known as the inversesquare law [20]. However, for distances less than or equal to
the source’s radius, the intensity is assumed to be constant.
This behavior is expressed by (19).
Second, each source is characterized by an activity
An ∈ R+ and a position rn ∈ R2 . The activity, measured in
Bq, defines the mean number of particles emitted per second
by the source, and is assumed to be constant (i.e., the source’s
half-life is much larger than the duration of the survey).
Third, the observed number of particles follows Poisson
statistics [21]. That is, when an observation is made at a
position r, it is taken as a sample from a Poisson distribution
with mean λ = R(r). Here, R(r) is the mean radioactivity at position r, measured in Bq and expressed by (20).
Moreover, in the case of a real-world radiological intensity
field, a moderate time interval is required in order to make
a satisfactory observation, because most radiation detectors
rely on counting the number of high energy particles over
time. However, for the observations which are simulated in this
work, we will consider that the agent makes an instantaneous
observation which is a Poisson sample according to (17),
where H is known as a sensor model [22]. Note that, in (1),
the term εk is dominated almost entirely by the variance of the
Poisson distribution. As such, we will make the approximation
√
εk ≈ mk , where mk is the measured radioactivity.
H(qk ) ∼ Pois (R(qk ))

(17)

Additionally, for simplicity, the detector which makes the
observations is assumed to be spherical with radius rd , so that
detector orientation effects can be ignored and the detector’s
solid angle can be efficiently calculated. Consequently, in order
to convert radioactivity observations into intensity values, we
divide the radioactivity values by the cross-sectional area of
the detector, that is I = R/(πrd2 ).
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Fourth, all physical mediums (air, walls, water, etc.) are
assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous. As such, each
medium is characterized by an absorption coefficient α, which
quantifies its propensity to absorb radiation. This effect causes
exponential attenuation on the radioactivity and intensity [23],
expressed by (18), where αj is the absorption coefficient of
medium j, Lj is the length of the line segment rn r which
traverses medium j, and JLOS is the set of mediums which
are in the line-of-sight between rn and r.
Fifth, radiological sources are assumed to be independent
radiators. Therefore, the observed intensity is given by the sum
of each source’s intensity; likewise for the radioactivity.
Following all the previous assumptions, the mean intensity
and radioactivity observed at a position r due to a set of N
radiological sources are given by (19) and (20), respectively,
where we have defined an auxiliary function θ in (21), which
is the angular radius of the detector when viewed from the
position of a source.
Y
exp (−αj Lj )
(18)
T =
j∈JLOS


 An
if krn − rk ≤ rs
N 
 4πr2
X
s
(19)
I(r) =
An

n=1 
T
if
kr
−
rk
>
r

n
s
2
4π krn − rk

1
N 
 An
if krn − rk ≤ rd
X
2
R(r) =
(20)
1
n=1  An (1 − cos(θ)) T
if krn − rk > rd
2


rd
θ = arcsin
(21)
krn − rk
B. Problem Optimization
In order to solve the optimization problem defined in section
III, the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMAES) routine will be utilized [24]. CMA-ES is a generic
optimization routine which belongs to the class of evolutionary
algorithms. It is a stochastic, gradient-free method which has
been successfully applied to high-dimensional and non-linear
optimization problems. The steps of the CMA-ES routine are
described in algorithm 1. The function UpdateParams on
line 9 involves a considerable amount of complexity and is not
within the scope of this work; for a more detailed discussion,
the reader is referred to [24].
The informative online path planner algorithm which
achieves the goals set out in section III and was implemented
for this work is detailed in algorithms 2 and 3.
Algorithm 2 starts by setting the necessary variables to their initial values (lines 2–12). The function
GenerateGlobalPath on line 11 generates a global path
G with a predefined shape which is constrained to the
workspace W and has a length equal to Bglobal . The agent’s
starting position is then set to the start of G. Subsequently, the
main loop is started (lines 13–26): the current and next goal
positions are calculated (lines 14–17), as well as the available
budget (line 18) and travel distance (line 19) for the current

Algorithm 1: CMA-ES optimization routine.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: Objective function fobjective , initial guess x, population size
λ, initial step size σ
Output: Optimal solution x∗
begin
m ← x; // Set the mean to the initial guess.
C ← I; // Set the covariance matrix to identity.
while has not met exit condition do
for k in {1, . . . , λ} do
xk ← N (m, σ 2 C); // Sample a solution.
yk ← fobjective (xk ); // Evaluate its fitness.
end

// Update the mean, covariance, and step size.
9
m, C, σ ← UpdateParams(x1:λ , y1:λ , m, C, σ);
10
end
11
x∗ ← m; // Return the optimal solution.
12 end

iteration; then, the optimization problem is solved (line 20), as
described in algorithm 3; next, the path and the observation set
are updated (lines 21–22), as well as the agent’s position (line
23), which is equivalent to traveling the path while making
new observations; finally, the remaining variables are updated
(lines 24–45), i.e. the spent budget is incremented by the travel
distance, and the iteration index is incremented by 1; the cycle
is repeated until all of the budget is spent (line 26).
Algorithm 2: Informative Path Planner.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Input: Workspace W, budget B, budget fraction β, horizon distance
dhorizon , travel distance dtravel , inter-observation distance
dobs , previous observations O (optional)
Output: Path Q, observations O
begin
i ← 0; // Initial iteration.
Bspent ← 0; // Initial spent budget.
Bglobal ← βB; // Global budget.
dglobal ← βdtravel ; // Global travel distance.
Bi ← (2 − β)dhorizon ; // Per-iteration budget.
Q ← ∅; // Initial path.
if O not given then
O ← ∅; // Initial observation set.
end
G ← GenerateGlobalPath(Bglobal , W);
pagent ← G|0 ; // Agent’s initial position.
repeat
// Set the goal positions for this iteration.

14
15
16
17

dgoal ← min(dhorizon + idglobal , |G|);
dnextGoal ← min(dhorizon + (i + 1)dglobal , |G|);
pgoal ← G|dgoal ;
pnextGoal ← G|dnextGoal ;
// Set the budget for this iteration.

18

Bi ← min(Bi , B − Bspent );
// Set the travel distance for this iteration.

19

dtravel ← min(dtravel , B − Bspent );
// Solve the optimization problem.

20

P ← OptimizePath(pagent , pgoal , pnextGoal , dhorizon ,
dobs , dtravel , O, Bi , W);
// Travel the optimized path, with
observations, up to the travel distance.

21
Q ← Q ∪ P|dtravel ;
22
O ← O ∪ {Obs(P|kdobs ) for k = 1 to bdtravel /dobs c};
23
pagent ← Q|end ; // Update the agent’s position.
24
Bspent ← Bspent + dtravel ; // Update spent budget.
25
i ← i + 1; // Update the iteration index.
26
until Bspent = B;
27 end

Algorithm 3 gives a detailed description of the function
OptimizePath used on line 20 of algorithm 2. It starts by
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fixing the positions of the first and last control vertices (lines
2–3), so that the optimized path P starts at the agent’s current
position and ends at the current iteration’s goal position. The
CMA-ES routine is encoded in lines 4–15. The solver is
initialized (line 4), to indicate that its initial parameters are
set and that it keeps track of its state internally (see algorithm
1). Then the main CMA-ES loop starts (lines 5–14). This
entails sampling a population of candidate solutions (line 6)
and initializing the set of each candidate solution’s utility U
to the empty set (line 7). Next, for each candidate solution
C (which is an ordered set of M − 2 control vertices), the
first control vertex is prepended and the last control vertex
is appended (line 9), and the objective function is evaluated
for the candidate solution (line 10) and its value appended
to U (line 11). The function f on line 10 is the objective
function defined in (3); notice that the term G|(i+2)dtravel in (13)
is equivalent to pnextGoal . The last step in the main CMA-ES
loop is to update the solver’s parameters (line 13). When the
exit condition is met (e.g., after a fixed number of generations
or when a threshold for the objective function is met), the
optimal solution is extracted (line 15). Finally, the optimal
path is parameterized as a B-spline and returned to the main
informative path planner algorithm (line 16).
Algorithm 3: Function OptimizePath.
Input: Current position pagent , current goal position pgoal , next
goal position pnextGoal , horizon distance dhorizon ,
inter-observation distance dobs , travel distance dtravel ,
observations O, available budget Bi , workspace W
Output: Optimized path P
1 begin
2
c1 ← pagent ; // Set the first control vertex.
3
cM ← pgoal ; // Set the last control vertex.
// Execute the CMA-ES routine.
4
5
6
7
8

CMAES_InitializeSolver();
while has not met exit condition do
S ← CMAES_SamplePopulation();
U ← ∅; // Reset the solutions utility set.
foreach C in S do
// Prepend and append the first and last
control vertices to complete the set.

C ← c1 ∪ C ∪ c M ;

9

// Evaluate the fitness of the solution and
add it to the solutions utility set.
10
11
12
13
14

U ← f (C, pnextGoal , dhorizon , dobs , dtravel , O, Bi , W);
U ← U ∪ U;
end
CMAES_UpdateParameters(S, U );
end
// Get the optimal solution.

15

Coptimal ← CMAES_GetBestSolution();
// Convert the control vertices into a B-spline
which defines the optimal path.

16
P ← BSpline(Coptimal );
17 end

V. R ESULTS
The results presented in this section were obtained from a
radiological heatmap simulator developed by the author, using
the models described in section IV-A. First, the quality metrics
used to assess the results will be described, then the results
will be analyzed.

A. Quality Metrics
In order to compare the informative path planner results
with those obtained from boustrophedon paths and Brownian
motion paths, three quality metrics will be used.
The first quality metric which will be used in assessing the
path planner results is the percentage of observations made
within a distance of 3 m from any source, denoted QK and
given by (22). At that distance, the intensity decreases by five
orders of magnitude. This quality metric is designed to assess
the effectiveness of the Rinterest term in (9), that is, to verify
that the informative path planner does in fact result in paths
which pass closer to the radioactive sources.
X
1
1
(22)
QK =
K
kqk −rn k≤3,∀n

The two other metrics which will be used to compare the
results obtained with the informative path planner to those
obtained with the other paths are the error in estimated source
position and source activity. The algorithm from [20] can
be applied to the set of observations O, giving a maximum
likelihood estimate of the source parameters, namely position
and activity. Then the error in estimated position and estimated
activity can be calculated, denoted Qp (given by (23)) and
QA (given by (24)), respectively. These quality metrics were
designed to verify whether the informative path planner indeed
gathers more information about the radioactive sources. They
are calculated separately because they operate on different
scales: the activity is on the order of 106 –109 whereas the
position is on the order of 101 –103 . Additionally, Qp is
calculated as an absolute error because it gives a natural
interpretation of the distance between the estimated source and
the real source, whereas QA is calculated as a relative error
so that it can be compared between sources with different
activities, regardless of the actual value of the activity.
Qp = kpsource − p̂source k

(23)

|Asource − Âsource |
Asource

(24)

QA =

B. Illustration of Results
Figure 1 shows an example scenario containing a single
radioactive source with an activity of 1 MBq located at
(x, y) = (0, 0) m. The combined effect of the radiation emitted
by the source and the background radiation (Ibg = 1 kBq/m2 )
produces the illustrated mean intensity heatmap. The global
path G is shown in purple. This path reaches across wide
areas of the scenario so that the path planner can explore the
whole workspace. It was generated for a path planner with
B = 350 m and β = 2/3, so it has a length of 233.33 m.
The path shape was designed with two criteria in mind: (1)
to enable the informative path planner to reach all of the
workspace, and (2) to have some degree of periodicity so that
the path planner can exploit previously explored areas. Finally,
note the color scale on the right edge: it is a logarithmic
scale, the minimum value is 1 Bq/m2 , and all intensities above
10 MBq/m2 are shaded dark red. The lower half of the scale
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intensity ranges, the standard deviation graphs have a blue
gradient color scale; likewise, since all subsequent graphs
have the same scale, it will be omitted. The graphs in fig.
3 demonstrate the effect of the first observations on the GP:
they resulted in two regions with an intensity approximately
equal to the background intensity (left), and also produced a
region of low uncertainty around the traveled path (right).

Fig. 1. A simple scenario containing a single radioactive source at the origin
and showing a global path for the informative path planner.

(all of the green shaded intervals) is important for illustrating
the results of the path planner.
The first iteration of the path planner is illustrated in fig. 2.
The path planner was given a horizon distance dhorizon = 12 m,
a travel distance dtravel = 8 m, an inter-observation distance
dobs = 2 m, and an interest threshold µth = 1 × 104 Bq/m2 .
The graph shows the GP mean in the background (green), the
global path G (purple), the planned path P (gray), the traveled
path (orange) and the observations O (colored circles). The
agent’s current position pagent is marked by a yellow dot, and
the goal position for the current iteration pgoal is marked by
a red star. The GP mean is monochrome green because it is
initialized with a constant value of 0 Bq/m2 . Since the color
scale and legend are the same for all graphs shown in this
work, they will be omitted for simplicity.

Fig. 3. Second iteration of the informative path planner.

Iterations 3–5 are illustrated in figs. 4a–4c. It is clear that,
for the first iterations, the priority is to explore the workspace,
even though several high intensity observations are made. This
is because the GP variance is high all over the workspace.
However, around iterations 30 and 40 (figs. 4d–4f), the path
planner gives priority to making observations close to the
source. The final iteration is illustrated in fig. 5 (top).
This simple example demonstrates how the informative
path planner effectively balances exploration of the entire
workspace and exploration of high intensity regions. The
graphs in fig. 5 show how the uncertainty is relatively low
everywhere except for the edges of W, and it is very low
around the source, where numerous observations were made.
The quality metrics for this example are presented in table I.
TABLE I
R ESULTS OBTAINED FOR THE EXAMPLE DESCRIBED IN SECTION V-B.

Informative Path Planner
Boustrophedon Path
Brownian Motion Path

Fig. 2. First iteration of the informative path planner.

The second iteration is illustrated in fig. 3. The GP standard
deviation graph is obtained by evaluating the GP covariance
matrix for all points in a dense grid and taking the square root
of the diagonal elements. Similar to the color scale for the

QK
(%)

r̂n
(m)

16.6
4.0
6.3

(0.1, 0.1)
(0.8, 0.2)
(0.3, 1.3)

Ân
(MBq)

Qp
(m)

QA

1.06
0.65
1.59

0.14
0.82
1.33

0.06
0.35
0.59

Due to the stochastic nature of the observations and the
Brownian motion, and the adaptive behavior of the informative
path planner, a statistical analysis is required to assess the path
planner’s performance. Several scenarios will be tested and,
for each scenario, the informative path planner, boustrophedon
path, and Brownian motion path will each be run ten times;
subsequently, the Q metrics will be calculated for each run
and their statistics will be presented.
C. Changing the Number of Sources
We will start by changing the number of sources to assess
the path planner’s behavior, namely for one, three, four, and
five simulated radioactive sources.
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(a) i = 3

(b) i = 4

(c) i = 5

(d) i = 30

(e) i = 39

(f) i = 40

Fig. 4. Several intermediate iterations of the informative path planner in a scenario containing a single source at the origin. Figs. (a)–(c) show the initial
iterations where the path planner is exploring the workspace. Figs. (d)–(h) show iterations where the path planner exploits the region around the source.

One Source: This scenario is identical to the one described
at the start of this section, illustrated in fig. 1.
Three Sources: This scenario contains three sources located
at (x1 , y1 ) = (−6.1, 11.3) m, (x2 , y2 ) = (5.3, 7.6) m, and
(x3 , y3 ) = (−10.6, −2.8) m, with activities of A1 = 10 MBq,
A2 = 12 MBq, and A3 = 15 MBq.
Four Sources: This scenario contains four sources located at (x1 , y1 ) = (−7.1, −9.7) m, (x2 , y2 ) = (8.2, −7.4) m,
(x3 , y3 ) = (8.1, 8.6) m, and (x4 , y4 ) = (−2.6, 5.4) m, with
activities of A1 = 6.8 MBq, A2 = 7.6 MBq, A3 = 8.7 MBq,
and A4 = 8.7 MBq.
Five Sources: This scenario contains five sources located
at (x1 , y1 ) = (2.1, −1.0) m, (x2 , y2 ) = (−10.0, −8.1) m,
(x3 , y3 ) = (7.0, −8.8) m, (x4 , y4 ) = (8.9, 11.4) m, and
(x5 , y5 ) = (−9.5, 6.4) m, with activities of A1 = 70.0 MBq,
A2 = 5.5 MBq, A3 = 0.31 MBq, A4 = 0.92 MBq, and
A5 = 9.6 MBq.

A graphic summary of the results of these tests is presented
in fig. 6. It is interesting to observe that, in relation to QK ,
the boustrophedon path and the Brownian motion path have
very similar results, even though the first has a very uniform
complete coverage and the latter has a completely random
coverage pattern. Furthermore, the informative path planner
has, on average, double the number of observations within
3 m of a source compared to the other two paths. The shaded
graphs capture the full range of Qp and QA , respectively, and
the circles mark the average for each metric. The results of
the Brownian motion path were omitted from these graphs
because the source estimation algorithm worked poorly with
the random coverage pattern generated by this path.
D. Changing the Budget
Now we will compare the distribution of the final GP
standard deviation between all the paths for several budgets,
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Fig. 5. Final state (i = 44) of the informative path planner (top), compared
to a boustrophedon path (middle), and a Brownian motion path (bottom).

namely B = 120 m, B = 160 m, B = 200 m, B = 240 m,
B = 280 m, B = 320 m, and B = 360 m. For this purpose,
ten runs were executed in the scenario containing four sources
for each path and for each budget, and a GP was trained
on the final set of observations for each run. Then, dividing
the workspace into a dense grid of 300 × 300 equally sized
cells, the GP standard deviation was evaluated at each cell
position. Finally, a histogram was calculated from the standard
deviation values, whose distribution is compared between the
paths. Notice that this is similar to calculating the relative
areas of each shade of blue in the GP standard deviation
graphs. A summary of all the histograms is presented in fig.
7 (note the path budget on the x axes and the histogram
intervals in the plot titles). It is evident from these graphs
that the frequencies for the high uncertainty intervals decrease
as the budget increases, whereas the frequencies for the low
uncertainty intervals increase.

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of the Q metrics vs. the number of sources.

VI. C ONCLUSION
An adaptive informative path planner for surveying scalar
fields was designed, implemented, and tested. It is fundamentally based on maximizing mutual information to reduce the
uncertainty of the estimated field, with an additional reward
for exploring regions where the field magnitude is large.
The path planner demonstrates good results applied to radiological intensity fields, especially with respect to detecting
and locating a single radioactive source, although it still
performs well in scenarios containing more sources. It is
capable of solving problems in finite workspaces with budget
constraints to limit path length and progress constraints to
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Fig. 7. Frequencies of each histogram interval versus the budget.

ensure minimal coverage. The path planner balances exploring
hotspots versus increasing the total coverage area. When
compared to Brownian motion paths, the informative path
planner performs better in every metric. Additionally, when
compared to boustrophedon paths, which are the standard
for offline coverage path planning, the proposed solution
results in better localization of radioactive sources on average
(especially in the case of a single source), but worse estimation
of source activity. However, the path planner can be used
to locate sources with good accuracy and, subsequently, a
more sensitive radiological sensor can be placed at the source
locations to measure the activity with greater accuracy.
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